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DIMANCHE
18/10/2020

SUNDAY

LUNDI
19/10/2020

MONDAY

MARDI
20/10/2020

TUESDAY

4ème séance / 4th session
10h00-12h45

10:00 a.m. - 12:45 a.m.
5 films, durée 02:42:41 dura;on

8ème séance / 8th session
10h00-12h00

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
6 films, durée 02:00:34 duration

1ère séance / 1st session
11h30-12h30

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
1 film, durée 58:52 duration

5ème séance / 5th session
13h45-16h30

1:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
16 films, durée 02:42:14 duration

9ème séance / 9th session
13h00-15h15

1:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
10 films, durée 02:14:18 duration

2ème séance / 2nd session
14h00-17h00

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
19 films, durée 02:58:01 duration

6ème séance / 6th session
17h30-19h55

5:30 p.m. - 7:55 p.m.
3 films, durée 02:25:04 duration

10ème séance / 10th session
16h15-19h10

4:15 p.m. - 7:10 p.m.
2 films, durée 02:52:21 duration

3ème séance / 3rd session
18h00-21h45

6:00 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
4 films, durée 03:21:16 duration

7ème séance / 7th session
21h00-23h00

9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
3 films, durée 01:58:55 duration

10h30-11h00 L’inscription
10:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m. The registration

11h00-11h30  La cérémonie d'ouverture/
Présentation du Festival

11 a.m.-11:30 a.m. The opening ceremony/
Presentation of the Festival

20h00-21h00
8:00 p.m.-9 p.m. 

Cérémonie de clôture / Remise des prix
Closing Ceremony / Prize Awards

22h00-00h00
10 p.m.- 00 p.m.

Soirée de Gala/Gala Night



1ère séance / 1st session
12h00-13h00

12:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1 film, durée 58:52 duration

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

Facing the Void       ‘58:52
Documentary        France
Director: Marc Brulard
In the collective imagination, mountaineering is seen as an elitist and dangerous 
activity. 
But does this negative image of mountaineering match reality ? What if 
mountaineering had another face, that of a little-known practice, more widespread 
than one think ? What if mountaineering was not only a matter of supermen, but had 
also a feminine face ?

2ème séance / 2nd session
14h00-17h00

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
19 films, durée 02:58:01 duration

Generation Lockdown  ’14:02
Short  United States
Director: Sirad Balducci
A narrative, seen through the 
eyes of an eleven year old boy 
as he tries to save his friend’s 
life during an active shooter 
attack in his school. 

The role of a lifetime   ‘12:40
Short.        France
Director: Marc Saez
A man, a woman, a payback.

The Window's Muse ‘12:27
Short       Senegal
Director: Mamadou Diop 
A painter who lacks inspiration, 
Moussa cannot understand his 
neighbour from across the 
street. But she may well be his 
new muse.

18/10/2020
Sunday

Dimanche

The Legend of Leatherface
‘03:55

Short        United Kingdom
Director: Tony Jopia
A bandit must free a town 
from the tyrant who seeks 
total control.

The Forest.  ‘15:54
Short      Viet Nam
Director: Nguyen Viet Anh 
A high school girl struggles to find 
A father, a daughter, a stranger. A 
string of interconnected actions, 
by which each person pursuing 
their own hidden goals, leads them 
to meet in an ancient forest.

Sarah  ‘3:02
Short   France
Directors: Sandrine Pouradier, 
Philippe Garcin
Sarah flees from the hospital. 
She comes across Julien and 
tells him of her plight.



Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

2ème séance / 2nd session
14h00-17h00

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
19 films, durée 02:58:01 duration

18/10/2020
Sunday

Dimanche

Leaving to live   ’07:00
Short                  France
Director: David Rodrigues
Alexandra, makes an important 
decision that will change her life : 
leaving her marital home with her 
7-year-old daughter Léa. She asks 
her to make a promise : to say 
nothing to his father.

Down            ‘15:31
Short   Switzerland
Director: Rzn Torbey
After 15 years of childles marriage, 
Emma becomes pregnant. 
Following the exams, it has been 
confirmed that the child will be 
born with Down's syndrome. What 
will be the final decision? 

The Odd ’02:08
Short        United Kingdom
Director: Roberto Vivancos
The effects of anxiety and 
depression create a 
sudden body paralysis.

A girl and a gun  ‘08:22
Short                   France
Director: P.E.Joubert
All you need to make a movie 
is a girl and a gun" Godard said. 
3 Guys are going to take this 
quote way too seriously, and 
try in an absurd way to make a 
movie with just a girl and a 
gun.

The Other ‘22:57
Short              Iran
Directors: Ako Zandkarimi , 
Saman Hosseinpour
After the death of his wife, it 
turns out that their daughter 
is from another man. What 
decision will the hero of the 
film make?

The Pain      ‘05:52
Short           Turkey
Director: Bulut Kırbaş
One day, Nahit stops writing 
poetry and starts spending 
time with his family, but he 
always has to write poetry 
on his mind.

Unyielding ‘08:44
Experimental China
Director: Zhou 
LiHeng
The fighting on the 
battlefield has never 
subsided, come and 
listen to the 
legend...

Together ‘06:11
Short    Ukraine
Director: Max Balter
The story about a 
girl who is living 
alone and senses 
that someone or 
something else is in 
her flat.

Ghetto Bird ‘7:15
Short United Kingdom
Director: Richard O'Hare
Three skaters tackling 
gang violence and 
poverty in London. 



Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

18/10/2020
Sunday

Dimanche

2ème séance / 2nd session
14h00-17h00

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
19 films, durée 02:58:01 duration

Windows, Windows  ‘:59:34
Feature     Poland
Director: Wojciech Solarz
Poetic story set in the 
abstract background telling a 
universal tale of yearnings, 
hounding memories and 
quest for love.

The end of the heroes  
‘01:16:00
Feature    France
Director: Claude Saussereau
A child, in her search for her 
father, discovers, by chance, 
that her new neighbour wears 
an electronic bracelet on his 
ankle. 

B.L.I.N.D- BORN TO LIVE IN NEAR 
DARKNESS ? ‘26:21
Documentary  India
Director: Sid Katragadda
A blind malnourished Indian girl is 
helped by a philanthropic doctor, 
who leads a quiet revolution using 
his innovative ideas and Braille 
charts.

Mugs.  ‘ 05:06
Short  New Zealand
Director:  Calvin Sang
A sweet and simple 
story of two co-
workers and the 
beauty of human 
connection.

Don't Come Too Early  ‘03:23
Music Video    Poland
Director: Dorota Fórmanowska
A story about the friendship 
and bond that was born while 
sailing at sea. 

3ème séance / 3rd session
18h00-21h45

6:00 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.
4 films, durée 03:21:16 duration

The Children of Borah
‘38:45
Documentary
Kenya/United Kingdom
Director: Raza Mehdi
She traveled to teach 
and learnt the greatest 

lesson.

ASTIGMA ‘7:29
Experimental Brazil
Director: Tainá Pompêo
Dans une nuit de sommeil
agitée, Anna-Belle est
confrontée à des questions 
inconscientes, incapable de 
distinguer le rêve, la réalité
et la technologie.

Pause: 20 minutes

Ô ‘8:18
Experimental. France
Director: Chloé Dupeyrat
A heroine wonders about her 
place as a woman and her ability 
to give birth in a complex and 
frightening world that is both 
individualistic and hyper-
connected.



4ème séance / 4th session
10h00-12h45

10:00 a.m. - 12:45 a.m.
5 films, durée 02:42:41 duration

As The Smoke Rises   
‘11:18
Documentary      Canada
Director: Sharon Heigl 
A Native elder explains 
the tremendous healing 
power of smudging 
handed down thousands 
of years ago.

Whale People: Protectors 
of the Sea        ‘13:28
Experimental United States
Directors: Jason Jones 
The story of today’s 
environmental emergency 
through the figure of the 
orca.

Saving Jaws          ‘59:00
Documentary.  United States
Director: Keoni Tetawa Bowthorpe a 
visually stunning journey that gives 
depth, insight, and SOLUTIONS for 
changing human perception - Hopefully 
in time to combat the looming 
extinction of this misunderstood 
keystone species.

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

19/10/2020
Monday

Lundi

The Patagonia Triple Crown
‘52:36
Documentary  Chile
Director: Nomade Media 
A group of kayakers find 
themselves in the difficult 
mission of running the three less 
explored and most dangerous 
rivers of the south of the world.

5ème séance / 5th session
13h45-16h30

1:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
16 films, durée 02:42:14 duration

The Incomplete ‘07:00
Animation                  Iran
Director: Erfan Parsapour
A  hungry Otter who is 
obsessed with perfection. 
His desire to live in a 
perfect world may cost him 
the chance for happiness in 
the real world.

RenaiDance ‘03:09
Animation    United States
Director: Zhike Yang, Wenjie 
Wu, Han Chen Chang
This film braces strong family 
love and elder culture in a 
never-ending chain      

The Butterfly Cage.            ‘5:58
Animation                          France
Directors: Hélèna Serra, Maxime 
Sabisik
A little boy is dead. His parents 
were trying to grieve until they 
found out about a cloning 
laboratory that could give them 
their son back.

River of My Childhood ‘26:00
Documentary  Russian 
Federation 
Director: Stanisalav Schubert
Environmental activist Julia 
Kolevatova devoted her life to 
saving the nature of the Izdrevaya
River, a small river in the Siberia, 
where her childhood passed. 



5ème séance / 5th session
13h45-16h30

1:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
16 films, durée 02:42:14 duration

The Call to Rise Free.    ‘0:59
Animation. United States
Director: The Rise Free Trust
A journey from the shadows of 
superstition into the light of reason 
and freedom, honoring those who 
fought against oppression and 
dogma, and pledging to carry their 

wisdom  into the future.

Jingle the Dog   ‘21:00
Animation. United States
Directors: Chris Bishop, Erin 
Abbey Bishop
A heartwarming tale about 
a happy and clueless family 
pet in a wild Christmas 
adventure as Jingle the Dog 
is thrust into the real world.

Sheri ‘3:57
Animation. United States
Director: Rebecca Stern
Based on a true story, this 
animation shows a good 
relationship between a 
mother and daughter.

Feel India             ‘11:22
Documentary.  Moldova
Director: Ion Sova
The only people who see 
the whole picture are the 
ones who step out of the 
frame. 
© Salman Rushdie

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

19/10/2020
Monday

Lundi

Lea’s secret ‘05:03
Animation Philippines
Director: Rico Gutierrez
When Lea and her father 
move in to their new 
condominium unit, she 
suddenly acquires the power 
to go through walls and closed 
doors. 

Forever ‘04:06
Music Video Brazil
Director: AnayaMusic
Being eternal, "Being" 
FOREVER beyond the earth, 
in the enchantments or 
disenchantments of duality 
does not depend on anything 
or anyone; a good song ...

Curls      ‘9:26
Short United States
Director: Sharon Contillo
A vulnerable little girl believes that 
her curly hair makes her ugly and 
that straight hair is ultimate 
beauty, must summon the courage 
to embrace her natural locks and 
accept her true self in order to be 
happy.

The Flame You Keep ‘04:59
Music Video     United States
Director: Andres Useche
The Flame You Keep chronicles 
the plight of refugees across 
the globe, including the story 
of Yusra Mardini who fled from 
Syria to become an Olympian 
swimmer and a Good Will 
Ambassador for UNHCR.

A cat has four legs ‘5:40
Music video Russian 
Federa;on
Director: Alexey Belkin, 
Vsevolod Alekhin
3 persons are travelling around 
old St. Petersburg and solving 
other people's difficulkes



5ème séance / 5th session
13h45-16h30

1:45 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
16 films, durée 02:42:14 duration

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

19/10/2020
Monday

Lundi

Namewee - Getaway to 
Kaohsiung
‘04:44
Music video Taiwan
Director: Namewee, Namewee
Studio Production
The song is about getting away 
from hassled life and traveling in 
Kaohsiung.

Spirits We Dance ‘21:05
Experimental    Ghana
Director: Natalija Gormalova
Two contemporary dancers take 
viewers on a poetic journey as 
they show us what life is like 
being a disabled dancer in a 
harsh, urban landscape.

Boundless Life   ‘50:13
Documentary    Austria
Director: Stefan Rainer
The film takes the viewer 
through breathtaking nature 
shots into a life full of 
movement. It invites you to 
follow your own inner voice to 
create your own boundless life. 6ème séance / 6th session

17h30-19h55
5:30 p.m. - 7:55 p.m.

3 films, durée 02:25:04 dura;on
Dismissed ‘12:03
Short         United Kingdom
Director: Aysha Scott 
A compassionate catholic 
teacher panics when she 
finds a suicide note in her 
classroom and attempts to 
discover the vulnerable 
pupil.

Shibil ‘01:50:33
Feature Bulgaria
Director: Nikola Bozadzhiev
This is a story of impossible 
love, seen through the eyes 
of an unexpected character 
- the incarnated soul of the 
main character - his horse.

I'll be with you  
‘ 04:33
Music Video  Italy
Director:  Fabio Teriaca

Bambiland. ‘22:28
Short   Serbia
Director: Danilo 
Stanimirović
Bambiland is an abandoned, 
creepy place that used to 
be a large park for children.



Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

19/10/2020
Monday

Lundi

7ème séance / 7th session
21h00-23h00

9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
3 films, durée 01:58:55 dura;on

Doroteah ‘01:30:00
Documentary Israel
Director: Eitan Wetzler
For the last 50 years Dorit Shimron
has created pioneering dance 
performances in Israel and abroad. 
The film combines a cinematic 
journey with her dancers and 
outstanding archive of dances. 

BELLE-ILE IN ACADIE
’26:00

Documentary  Canada
Director: Phil Comeau
This film is about exile, 
the power of memory 
and finding your roots.

The Other Side: Pehelwaan. 
Documentary ‘03:15
United Arab Emirates
Director: Rajeev Thottippully
The series of films depict the 
incredible journey of different 
lives among the expatriate 
community in the UAE, which 
comprises the larger chunk of 
it’s total population. 8ème séance / 8th session

10h00-12h00
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.

6 films, durée 02:00:34 duration

A contre courant  ‘24:48
Documentary France
Director: Maël Charpentier
Today, aboard his atypical 
Prao, made from sailboards, 
Jean-Jacques Rouleau is one 
of the rare people to sail on 
the Loire.

Ander ‘13:31
Documentary Qatar
Director: Alina
Mustafina
Intimate story about 
mother and son who
lives struggling life 
threatening allergy. 

Blue earth ’29:08
Experimental Germany
Director: Petra Eischeid
A nature dance film. In the film 
the dancers connect with the 4 
elements of nature

It's Nothing  ‘13:04
Documentary  France
Director: Nicolas Mourgère

Education on the Boat –
A New Hope for Tomorrow
18:42
Documentary.    Bangladesh 
Director: KM Taj-Biul Hasan
How the people of Northeastern
regions of Bangladesh are dealing 
with the climatic adverse condition 
of ‘Cholon Beel’.  

Men Discussing 
Their Feelings ‘20:48
Experimental Netherlands
Directors: Cas Mulder, 
Simon Becks
A man without name tries to 
remain unscathed in an 
absurd world ruled by cruelty 
and miscommunication.

Tuesday
20/10/2020

Mardi



9ème séance / 9th session
13h00-15h15

1:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
10 films, durée 02:14:18 duration

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

RESEMBLANCE      ’13:30
Short. United States
Director: Kevin James 
O’Neill
Dirk Kramer is seeking to 
heal his past the best way 
he knows how. 

10 Photographs  ‘14:35
Short.     Canada
Director: Brandon Jordan
An aspiring model, ready to 
begin her career in the fashion 
industry, hires a photographer in 
Paris to help her create her 
portfolio. 

2 Black Boys.  ‘6:27
Experemintal.  United States
Director: Rachel S Myers
Giovanni Adams' poetry on his 
black queer journey from 
boyhood to manhood, isolakon 
to inkmacy, roots the narrakve 
of this film that combines 
spoken word, dance and song. 

20/10/2020
Tuesday

Mardi

Echo.  ‘29:41
Short. Germany
The Hawking virus has 
destroyed humanity. Falter 
and Mila, two women 
belong to the few remaining 
humans who fight daily for 
their survival. 

Here Today ‘14:48
Short  United States
Directors:Erica Arvold
A high school girl struggles to find 
her own identity with a new group 
of friends and discovers that 
together, their choices have an 
impact beyond what they ever 
imagined

Border.  ‘2:57
Short.  United States
Director: Shu Zhu, 
Ino Yang Popper
A medical examiner in 
Arizona finds and 
processes dead bodies of 
illegal border-crossers 
trapped in the desert.

Cold Dark Hollow  ‘4:16
Short.       United States
Director: Patricia Vonne
A single mother shaken 
from PTSD searches for 
relief from her 
terrorizing nightmares.

Bench.  ‘11:33
Short.     Pakistan
Director: Usman Mukhtar
A young couple who are at a 
crossroad of their relationship where 
leaving each other is just as difficult 
as staying together. They meet again 
at their favorite spot to resolve their 
conflict, once and for all.

SCARS.     ’15:00
Short.       United States
Director: Jonny Zeller
In a world where every lie 
a person tells leaves a 
permanent mark on their 
body, the new boot camp 
instructor without a single 
scar is an anomaly...



9ème séance / 9th session
13h00-15h15

1:00 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
10 films, durée 02:14:18 duration

Cannes International
Independent Film Festival

LOSING HOPE      ’12:48
Short. United States
Director: Derek Daniel 
After an emotional heartbreak, 
Gideon Hope — a young, gay, 
Black man — navigates the 
reluctance of falling in love 
again, but with a LatinX man.

20/10/2020
Tuesday

Mardi

10ème séance / 10th session
16h15-19h10

4:15 p.m. - 7:10 p.m.
2 films, durée 02:52:21 duration

Meet her ‘01:20:02
Feature France
Director: Raphaël Kirgo
Vincent is initiated to 
seduction with the help 
of the bold pick up artist 
JB...

THE ERRAND BOY ‘01:32:19
Feature Colombia
Director: Carlos del Caskllo
Ater losing his mother and being let to 
live alone, an 11 year old boy is 
employed as the errand boy of the only 
pharmacy of a small town where he lives 
and becomes the liule doctor of the 
region. 

Le programme comprend 69 films indépendants de 33 pays: 
Allemagne, Autriche, Bangladesh, Brésil, Bulgarie, Canada, Chili, 
Chine, Colombie, Emirats Arabes Unis, Etats-Uni, France, Ghana, 
Inde, Iran, Israël, Italie, Moldavie , Nouvelle-Zélande, Pakistan, Pays-
Bas, Philippines, Pologne, Qatar, Royaume-Uni, Russie, Serbie, 
Suisse, Taiwan, Turquie, Ukraine, Viet Nam.

The program includes 69 independent films from 33 countries: 
Austria,  Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, 
Colombia, France, Germany, Ghana, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, 
Moldova , New Zealand, Netherlands, Pakistan,  Philippines, Poland, 
Qatar,  Russia, Serbia, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, Ukraine, United 
Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Viet Nam.

Organisé par l'Association Cannoise "Silk Road Production". Organized by the Cannes Association "Silk Road Production".

www.ciiff.org www.silkroadproduction.org


